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B I G  I N  M O R E  WAYS  T H A N  O N E !

The big one-fifty is here!

“ In local news, reformed drug dealer and Ontario 
Premier Doug Ford has ‘pulled a Grinch’ and stole our 
hard earned Mourning Monday, forcing millions of 
students to actually go to class like some kind of asshole.

Dick Smithers 
mathNEWS Pays Tribute to the Queen 
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“ One day all you Mathies will have kids and god knows 
what sort of math shit you’ll teach them, and then one 
day they will be walking the halls saying, “wow, my loser 
parent used to walk these halls, maybe I should write for 
mathNEWS.”

TheMandalorian 
What It’s Like Growing Up With UWaterloo Grads As Parents 
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“ You used to be young but the wonders of CEEHUBTM 
have aged you considerably.

John S. Street 
We’ve Always Done It This Way… Even Before COVID! 
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“ “They seemed to have been spurred to this crime of hate 
both spontaneously and simultaneously. It’s a shame 
that youth today aren't accepting of all programming 
languages.”

jeff 
Jeff Dead In MC 
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“ Vivek Goel came to me in a dream and said so.

yalevoylian 
N Reasons 0 is Not A Natural Number 
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“ What do you call your stepbrother that likes math? 
Algebrotha from anotha motha.

okipullup 
Funny Jokes 
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“ The first time I was here, I saw a wild suggestion. No 
cheese, no sauce, triple chicken. Sounded interesting. 
I wanted to try it. And I wasn’t the only one. The pizza 
was one of the top voted but the editors just straight up 
refused to order it. Infuriating, right?

0.423 
The Editors’ Tyranny Strikes Again 
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“ At the count of three, we jumped. The bridge thrummed 
and vibrated at the impact of our combined feet (yum), 
and It Was Good. This served to prove to that the six of 
us did not have a total weight of 9,000 kg.

a decaying skeleton, boldblazer, creature_f,  
__init__, manganese, tendstofortytwo 

A Comprehensive Review of the 301 ION Light Rail Stops: Part I 
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“ mathNEWS is a passing phase for each of you. It could 
be more than that, but it isn’t, and it isn’t going to be. 
Get out of it as soon as you can.

Prabhakar Ragde 
mathASKS 150.6 
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“ UW is a terrible place to have sex.

RapidEyeMovement & aaqsr 
Rating Every UW Residence For Having Sex 
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